
This isn't a modeling tutorial. It's about the next step – bringing your already created tile interior 
models into the game. Some informations here might be useful in merging tilesets together. I'll try 
to explain when something doesn't work, and why. I'll not cover all – just the basics needed to make 
the tileset work.
The files

For your interior tileset you need:
● obviously, the tile  models in .mdl format, their .wok + textures (.tga or/and .dds)
● the .set file
● the .itp file

All the changes are made within  .set and .itp files.

2. Tools of the Trade

I use Jlen Set Editor for .set files and GFFEditor for .itp, but .set can be easily opened and edited by 
any text editor, even the Notepad – just remember to keep .set file extension.  For editing the .itp 
files you can use your favourite tlk editor, or itpTool.

.... from the scratch....
1. Open Set Editor

2. Select New. You should get this:



3. Write Terrain name and click Add. If you want a crosser (i.e. Corridor) do this same for 
Crosser name. Fill in the rest. 

Example:

Warning!
Name of the .set and .itp IS important. First, it should be exactly this same in the first part  – in this 
example: tcc01palstd.itp and tcc01.set. 
Second: use unique name to avoid conflicts with existing tilesets.
Unlocalized name – appears in Area Wizard in the Toolset, choose whatever you fancy.
You'll need at least Floor terrain.
 EnvMap – handles reflections. Just write the name from chosen Bioware Interior.
Height Transition – used when lowering/rising terrain, only if you have it. Simple interiors don't 
need this.

Now you are ready to add the rest – names of the models, groups, etc. Open Tiles tab.



4. For a non- corridor tile:

in Model write the name of your tile model. The first entered model appears in the down left corner 
during the Area creation. Usually it's black no-walk tile.  Without it door transitions won't work 
correctly.   The  tilecount  always  starts  with  0.  Path  node  is  used  to  approximate  the  points  of 
exit/entry of a tile in the game. You can specify the type of terrain bordering you tile  (TopLeft, 
TopRight, etc.) to tell the toolset, how to place tiles. This part is very important for corridors and 
other crossers. 
In the properties tab you add informations about doors location and orientation. You don't need 
actual mesh to add a door to your tile, just this entry.
You can also turn on/off the choice of EXISTING in your model lightsource. If you don't have one, 
changing this entry doesn't make it work.  (BTW, remember to name your lightsource in tilemodel  
correctly  –  if  your  tile  aurora  base  is  named  tbb02_a01_05,  your  lightsource  should  be  
tbb02_a01_05ml1)

Simple tile example:

O.K. Add the rest of you tile models and save .set and .itp files.
That's all editing you need for a very simple tileset – like an open, boundless interior.

5. Corridors and other crossers
The game engine recognizes the tilemodel as crosser by the type of bordering terrain. You should 
choose crosser (for example, corridor) in Right, Top, Left, Bottom – depending of your tile. Also, 
you need at least 3 crosser tiles – start, middle and corner. 

SetEditor creates an „empty” .itp. file. If you want to add groups and features, you have to edit it in 



other programm.

6. About the groups and features.
If you need to add groups and features, you must change BOTH .set and .itp.
Changing the .set is easy with SetEditor. Open Groups tab:

 On the right you have availble tiles. Add the tiles forming your group, name it, choose the number 
of rows and columns, and save the changes. (I hope you remembered to name the models correctly,  
because  the  names  are  used  to  place  your  tiles  in  the  group   -  as  in  the  example  above  –  
tcc01_c01_01 and  tcc01_c01_02, starting with down left to right in the first row, then again from 
left to right in the second, and so on). Only the first tile's name is used in .itp to start the group.
Features should also be added as „group” in .set, even if they consist of one tile only!
 This concludes basics of the .set editing. Let's move to .itp.

7. Edit the .ITP File
 Open your .itp file with chosen editor. My examples are edited with  GFFEditor.
You should see something like that:



Expand. There are three standard categories  to choose from – Features, Groups and Tiles.

 About Tiles entries: This part handles using Floor, Eraser, Crossers and Rise/Lower functions in the 
Toolset. If you don't have tiles the game engine recognizes as crossers, a red outline appears when 
you attempt to place them in Area creation (in Toolset). You can leave this part as it is.



About Group entries – here you manage Groups. Remember, it uses only the names in first tiles in 
groups, the rest is handled by .set file.

About  Features entries – here you enter 1x1 tiles like small room. Again, the name of your tile 
model must be an exact match, including cases.



Adding a new entry is done in this same way in both Groups and Features.

1) right-click on LIST and select  Add[User – defined Struct:0]– as in the picture above.  It 
creates a new entry at the bottom of expanded LIST .

2) Right-click on this new entry.



Choose Add[CExoString] and expand this new entry.

 
Once again, right-click on your entry. This time, Choose Add[CResRef]. Edit the entry,as shown on 
the picture below:

Save the .itp file. That's all.

Now you are ready to create your hak. Grab all the files (.mdl, .wok, .set, and textures (dds/tga). 
Pack them in your chosen program and save. Nwhak supplied by Bioware with game works o.k.



Common problems:
Toolset crashes when I try to edit Area  – caused usually by faulty or missing .itp file. Check the 
names of .set and .itp (described in section 3 of this tutorial). If you merged tilesets, make sure that 
you have every tile model entered in BOTH .set and .itp.
Where is my group/feature? - again, make sure that you have every tile model entered in BOTH .set 
and .itp. Names of the tile models are  very important.
Where is my Door? - check the .set entry of your model – make sure that you have door entry added 
and x,y,z coordinates are correct.
Example:
[TILE1]
Model=tcc01_v01_01
WalkMesh=msb01
TopLeft=Floor
TopLeftHeight=0
TopRight=Floor
TopRightHeight=0
BottomLeft=Floor
BottomLeftHeight=0
BottomRight=Floor
BottomRightHeight=0
Top=
Right=
Bottom=
Left=
MainLight1=1
MainLight2=1
SourceLight1=1
SourceLight2=1
AnimLoop1=1
AnimLoop2=1
AnimLoop3=1
Doors=2
Sounds=0
PathNode=A
Orientation=0
ImageMap2D=black

[TILE1DOOR0]
Type=0 is for generic door, any other value refers to tileset specific door
X=4.10
Y=-2.60
Z=0.00
Orientation=-90.0



This error is caused by leaving „feature” tiles not entered as groups in .set and .itp as features.


